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2,717,382‘ 
STAPLING MACHINE‘ 

Henry Ruskin, Bayside, N. Y., assignor to Speed Prod 
ucts Company, Inc., New York, N. Y., a corporation 
of New York 

ApplicationOctoberlZ, 1953, Serial No. 385,310 

19 Claims.‘ (Cl. 1-3) 

This invention is an improvedand simpli?ed stapling ‘ 
machine wherein plunger means in the form of a cap 
has nested therein a swingable cover for holding a staple 
strip within a magazine adapted to be removably closed 
by the cover and wherein the cap carries driving means 
for expelling the foremost staple of the strip out of the 
magazine. One object of the invention resides in super 
imposing the cap over the entire‘ length of the cover 
and in the provisionof a resilient connection between 
the rear or posterior portions of the cap and cover to 
permit the cap to rock or pivot relative to the‘ entire 
length of cover and to normally hold the driving means 
elevated relative to the sides of the magazine. Another 
object is realized in the provision of an intermediately 
arranged vbridge on the cover having secured thereto 
a front or'anterior part of a relatively?at spring which ‘ 
comprises the resilient: connection and embodies a 
:posterior. downwardly and. rearwardly' extending arcu 
ate portion overhanging and‘ free of both the bridge and 
cover- but anchored to ‘the posterior or5rear end of the 
cap which also conceals the resilient connection or ?at 
spring. Another object resides in removably mounting 
swingable anvilcarrying. means on a novel base having 
a storage: compartment to carry an extra supply of 
staples. Another objectiis concerned ‘with keeper means 
of the base for locatingthe‘forward end of the anvil 
carrying means, andlatch means on the base for re 
movably locking the. rear‘ end of the anvil carrying 
means. Another ‘.objectiresides in the provision of a 
base having means ‘cooperating. with the cap when the 
latter is swung away fromithe magazine for automat 
ically unlocking the;rear end: of the anvil carrying means 
from‘ depending. resilientilatch means integral with the 
base: Another object is‘. concerned with the utiliza 
tion of a one~piece cap having a ‘depressed top wall for 
receiving :the shank .of a‘vprlotective. strap. having poste 
riorv. means adapted to. conveniently-interlock with the 
rear end of the capiandhaving' depending anterior 
means provided with wedge means vreceivable in an in 
terruptedfront ;wall of the‘capandadapted .tobe locked 
theretoiore?e‘ctively and desirably-closingthe inter 
rupted -wall. Other important objects and advantages 
will-appear from- the following detailed speci?cation 
taken, with the accompanying drawings wherein: 

Fig. l is a perspectiveviewof the stapling machine 
according to my invention illustrating the magazine 
closed by theswingable. armand the anvil carrying 
member retained by the staple‘ carrying base. 

Fig-2 is a front view of Fig. l‘shown partly broken 
away. ' ' 

Fig. 3.is a longitudinal :sectional elevational view of 
Fig. .1. 

Figs. 3A, 3B and 3C are‘. transverse sectional views 
on the lines 3A—3A; 3B—-3B;. and 3C—3C of Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3D is a fragmentary and enlarged view of Fig. 3. 
Fig. 3E is an..enla'rged sectional‘view on the line 

3E—‘—3E of Fig. 3 but not showing the driving blade in 
the. staple raceway. 
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Fig. 4 is a side elevational view of2 the stapling‘ ma 

chine but detached ‘from ‘the staple carrying‘hase. 
Fig. 5 is a longitudinal sectional view of the'1 base 

illustrating the manner of inserting or removing: thev 
anvil carrying member into orfromjthe‘base. 

Fig. 6 is a'transverse 'sectional-vicwioffthe ba's'e taken 
on the line 6—6*ofiFig. 5; ' ‘ ' ' 

Fig. 7 is a plan view of the swingable anvil carry 
ing member. I ' i ’ 

‘Fig. 8 is a plan- view on the"‘ib'ent>lineiy8f—8 o'f-v Fig. 
3 but showing the anvil carryingimenibe'r removedff'rom 
the base and with the staple _driving1plunger meansde 
tached'from the cover"to'->clearly" show" the unitary re 
silient connection having its fronfp‘art‘ secured? to the 
bridge of the cover and its reari part free ‘of' the?‘ cover 
for securing to the rear end of‘r'the"cap.'- ' ’ 

Fig. 8A is a longitudinal sectional‘vie'w‘ on» the- line 
8A—8A of Fig. 8, however'showing‘ the cover-pivotally 
associated with the magazine? ' ‘ ' ' ' 

Fig. 9 is a fragmentary perspective-'viewv-o‘fithe; base. 
Fig. 10 is a view substantially’along the line's'of Fig. 

3 ~but illustratin'githe stapleldriving plunger meansswu'n’g 
towards the cover,- magazine and anvililto forcelthe'forfe 
most staple out of the-racewayi and'vagain's'ti'lthei anvil.‘ 

Fig. 11 is -a side: e1ev‘ation'a-l1vie'w of the» staplingma 
chine partly broken'away' and partly 'inrseetion,~iil»lus 
trating the swingaible ai'n'i“ swun‘gi'aiv'vaiy'l fr’oini'th'e m‘a'ga 
zine and bearing againstith‘e' iea-r'abmmenmr the {base 
just prior to unlocking of therear‘t‘ongue‘ of 'the'g-anvil 
carrying member from- the resilient-depending locking 
lip ‘or‘latch of thebase. ' v ' ~> V 

Fig. 11A is a‘fragmentary-‘vie'w of Fig‘. 131 butsh‘ow 
ingthe cap of the swin'g‘able .a'rmlswung'Yfurtherirear 
wardl-y to the dash‘ line position" of Fig\.- 11' at which 
time‘ the anvil carrying'fmer'nber has- beeni'i-tilted'liup'ward 
ly and the rear tongueiof T'thel'anvilicarryi’ g'i member-‘is 
completely free ‘of the dépendinglip7orllatch'ofi'the'basé. 

Fig. 12 is an enlarged-rearfviewiof‘the'magazinebe 
fore it‘is' pivotal'ly assembledvwith’ th'e?swingablelcover 
and the anvil 'carrying'member; ‘ I ‘ ' 

Fig. 13 is a'lon'gitu'di'nabsectionallview' on'-th'e"-line 
13-13 of Fig. 12.1 ' ' ‘ 

Fig. 13A'isa sectional view-on the‘i- line 13Al-i13A 
of Fig. 13. ' 5 ' ' 

Fig. 14 is a perspective view illustrating‘the swing 
able closure armv raised ‘to open- the magazine‘ of ithe 
stapling machine. ' ’ I 

Fig. l5ris_ an vexploded 5perspective ‘view- illustrating 
depressible‘ plunger‘ means: assembled“ With‘the' swing 
able cover, the swinga'ble magazine-detached ~fr'orri"th_e 
cover and the swin‘gable anvil!‘ carrying’ member“ del 
tached ‘from'the magazine}; * ' ' ' 

.Fig. 16 is’a-side elevational~>view‘of-the‘: protective 
plastic band ‘or strap adapted?ito‘fbei‘attaehed to the1 cap 
of the 'depressible plungerrrm'eans‘. ' ' ' ' 

Figs. 17, 18and 119 are'fr'ont,‘ ré'arandunderneathiviews 
of Fig. 16. . ' . V 

Fig. 20 is a longitudinal ‘sectional 3view~of ‘the sheet 
metal cap. ‘ ' " ‘ 

Figs. 21, 22 and :23 arevfront, rear andiunderneath 
views of Fig. 20. ' ' ' ' 

Fig. 24isz‘a schematic view-illustrating‘the‘nianner of 
initially positioning‘th‘e rear 'en'd'v of ‘the protective'ba'nd 
or strap to the rearlpa'rt of the‘ca‘p. ' ' e ' ‘ ' ' 

Fig. 25 is an enlarged rear endview of the -'cap,**show 
ing the strap completely located‘thereon; ‘ 

Fig. .26'is a-fragmentaryienlarged‘yicw'of ‘Fig. 25.‘ 
Fig. 27 is a view to'teach‘primarily‘the' relation ofi'the 

strap and cap when the strap is‘ fully positionedr'and 
locked thereon. ‘i " - g ' 

Fig. 28 is‘ a fragmentary underneath‘view takenon the 
line 28‘—28"'of Fig. 27'prirna'rilyw to illustrate "the inter 
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locking relation of the wedge of the strap and the inter 
rupted front wall of the cap. 

Fig. 29 is a view taken on the line 29—29 of Fig. 27. 
Fig. 30 is an enlarged transverse sectional view taken 

substantially on the line 30—30 of Fig. 4, and 
Fig. 31 is a perspective view of the cover, on a smaller 

scale. ' 

Illustrative of the embodiment disclosed, the stapling 
machine generally designated SM comprises magazine M, 
the swingable arm SA, the anvil carrying support AC, and 
base B. 

Support AC embodies spaced and upwardly extending 
wings or ears 10 having alined perforations 11( Fig. 15) 
for swingably carrying fulcrum pin 12 appropriately re 
tained against ears 10. ' 

Anvil A is eifectively ?xed to bottom wall 13 of the 
channel shaped anvil carrier AC which embodies front 
lug or tongue 14 and the rear lug or tongue 15. Wings 
10 are also indented to provide with shallow recesses 
16 for removably receiving and interlocking with spaced 
projections 17 of the spaced sides 18 of magazine M 
having spaced perforated ears 19. 

Concerning the magazine M, the latter embodies bot 
tom wall 20 and inwardly turned ?anges 21 constituting 
the front wall (Fig. 3B). As shown, sides 18 are in 
tegral with the front and bottom walls of the magazine. 
Appropriately fastened within the magazine is the in 
verted U-shaped rail R having its front end spaced from 
the ?anges 21 to constitute the staple raceway RW (Fig. 
3E) and having its depending sides 22 spaced from spaced 
sides 18 and bottom wall 20 of the magazine M (Fig. 30). 

Rail R is suitably located in any well known manner 
within the magazine. However it may be stated that 
the rear end of rail R is provided with a reduced part 23 
(Figs. 12, 13 and 13A) receivable within the upper part 
of the truncated opening 24 in the rear lug or stop 25 
bent upwardly from the rear end of the bottom wall 20 
of the magazine. It will be observed that the bottom wall 
20 of the magazine M is indented to provide the dome 
shaped portion 26 (Figs. 3 and 10) having its ?attened 
top appropriately welded to rail R. 

Slidably mounted on rail R within the magazine is the 
inverted U-shaped follower staple pusher P (Figs. 3B, 
3C and 14) having the inwardly turned ?anges 27 adapted 
to cooperate with the lower parts of sides 22 of rail R 
to prevent accidental removal of the pusher P upwardly 
away from the rail. 

Pusher P is provided with hook H for retaining the 
end loop 28A of the lower leg 28 of the extendible and 
contractible spring SP having upper leg 37 which has a‘ 
similar end loop 29 retained on lug 30 struck out and 
downwardly from bridge 31 of the swingable case or 
cover SC having depending sides 32 provided with per 
forated ears 33 at the rear ends thereof. 

Spaced ears 10 of anvil carrier 'AC straddle spaced ears 
19 of magazine M and the spaced cars 19 straddle spaced 
ears 33 of the swingable cover SC, and all these ears are 
pivotally mounted on fulcrum pin 12 retained by spaced 
ears 10 of the anvil carrying member or support AC.‘ 

Spaced sides 32 which integrally depend from bridge 
31 of closure case or cover SC embody alined slots 34 
(Fig. 31) slidably guiding reduced ends 35 of locking pin 
36 (Figs. 3B, 11 and 14) also slidably guided between 
the spaced sides 32. 

Spring SP is looped about slidable pin 36 and has its 
upper leg 37 projecting through relief opening 38 inter 
rupting top wall or bridge 31 of case SC. Top Wall 31 
includes at its forward end the T-shaped lug T project 
ing forwardly beyond the spring driving blade DB having 
its upper offset end 39 anchored by spaced rivets 40 to 
upper wall 41 of sheet metal cap C from which they are 
struck out and depend. 

Blade DB is provided with the slightly tapered guide 
slot 42 movably receiving shank 43 (Fig. 8) of the T 
shaped lug T which is adapted to be received in recess 44 
de?ned by the forwardly and upwardly inclined lips L 
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4 
at the upper part of the inwardly turned ?anges 21 of 
the magazine. 

Lips L serve to guide the lower part of the driver blade 
DB into the raceway RW while lug T cooperates with 
the lower horizontal wall of the recess 44 to limit down 
ward swingable displacement of the swingable cover or 
case SC into the magazine M. 

Rearwardly overhanging the bridge 31 but anchored 
thereto and to the rear or posterior portion thereof by 
spaced rivets 45 is the relatively ?at leaf spring LS having 
a rearwardly and downwardly curved tail portion TP 
(Figs. 3, 3D and 10) having its rear end 46 anchored by 
rivet 47 to the downwardly and rearwardly arcuate rear 
end 48 of top wall 41 of cap C. Leaf spring LS nor 
mally holds cap C raised relative to the cover SC. Cap 
C actually receives the entire length of the upper part 
of cover SC which may be said to be nested within the 
cap and the unitary means solely interconnecting the rear 
ends of the cap and cover, characterizing a resilient con 
nection due to leaf spring LS, thus permitting the cap 
to be rocked or pivoted relative to the cover on downward , 
application of manual pressure on cap C whereby the 
front part moves downwardly while the rear part thereof 
rises away from the rear portion of the cover, which 
action tensions and ?exes the rear part of leaf spring LS 
upwardly away from cars 33 (Fig. 10). 

Effectively secured by rivet 49 to the anvil carrying 
member or support AC is the leaf spring 50 desirably co~ 
operating with bottom wall 20 of magazine M to nor 
mally hold the latter spaced from the anvil carrying 
member AC. 
As shown in Fig. 14 the swingable arm SA has been 

swung away from the magazine to permit loading there 
in a stack or strip of staples SS (Fig. 3). By such dis 

E placement of arm SA, pusher P has been slidably moved 
rearwardly. On closing of magazine M by cover SC 
when arm SA is swung downwardly, reduced ends 35 
of sliding pin 36 meet alined cams or noses N of the 
wings W of sides 18 of the magazine, but slightly after, 
the lower part of blade DB meets inclined lips L. To 
wards the end of the closing stroke of arm SA, reduced 
ends 35 snap under cams N to interlock therewith and 
to be received in alined notches AN in wings W due to 
the action of spring SP and at the same time tongue T 
meets the lower horizontal wall of recess 44, hence lim 
iting further downward swingable displacement of cover 
SC relative to magazine M at which time spaced sides 
32 of the cover are just slightly above staple strip SS to 
prevent upward displacement of the latter away from the 
rail. When the magazine is fully closed by the cover, 
pusher P, due to action of spring SP has advanced the 
foremost staple S of staple strip SS into raceway RW as 
illustrated in Fig. 3. In other words, the foremost sta 
ple S is also underneath blade DB awaiting application 
of a downwardly directed manual stroke on the depressi 
ble plunger constituted in part by cap C, driving blade 
DB and its offset portion 39 ?xed to the cap, as shown in 
Fig. 3 wherein the tail portion TP of the resilient con 
nector LS is also in its neutral position awaiting to be 
?exed upward upon a downward stroke of cap C in which 
case at the conclusion of this down stroke, the foremost 
staple has been driven through raceway RW and against 
anvil A and at which time the upper wall of slot 42 co 
acts with tongue T to limit further displacement of blade 
DB. Thus, as previously stated, when the forward end 
of the cap C is depressed the rear end thereof is elevated 
by reason of the arcuate tail portion TP which ?exes up 
wardly away from ears 33 of the cover. It follows that 
tail portion TP is stressed on each downward stroke of 
blade DB. Upon removal of hand pressure on cap C, 
the energy stored up in tail piece TP releases, causing the 
latter to retract to its normal position shown in Fig. 3, 
thus automatically elevating the cap C as is well appre 
ciated. 
Cap C is preferably of sheet metal and a one piece 
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member for economy in manufacture and as previously 
stated itstop wall 41,is depressed to de?ne with spaced 
ribs 51 the channel 52. Cap C infact is a casing embody 
ing depending spaced side walls 53 having their front 
parts 54 widely spaced from side walls 32 of cover SC 
(Fig. 3C), having their intermediate portions 55 (Fig. 
14) tapering and converging rearwardly, and their rear 
parts 56 (Fig. 3A) closely straddling side walls 32 of 
cover or closure SC. As illustrated, the posterior part of 
top wall 41 of cap C is curved downwardly and ‘rear 
wardly. Cover SC has its top part nested within cap C. 
Consequently, cap C may be said to be superimposed over 
the entire length of the cover which has its front wall 57 
likewise indented to form a vertical channel 58 (Fig. 21) 
which is a continuation of channel 52, and to form ribs 
59 which are continuations of ribs 51. 

Interrupting front wall 57 is the downwardly tapered 
opening 60 communicating with the vertical slot 61. The 
sides of opening 60 and slot 61 characterize spaced and 
alined teeth 62. As a further observation, the rear part 
of cap C is provided with recess 63 for receiving shank 
64 of the ?exible and resilient protective strap PS, pref 
erably of a suitable plastic and adapted to ?t between the 
spaced ribs 51 and in channel 52 and in channel 58 and 
between ribs 59. 
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Integral with the rear end of shank 64 and extending ~ 
laterally thereof is the depending block 65 having the 
groove 66 (Fig. 3D) for receiving rear terminal 67 of 
the cap. Laterally extending ends 68 of block 65 (Figs. 
19 and 26) constitute shoulders adapted to bearranged . 
under and interlock with the spaced ribs 51. By this ar 
rangement the protective strap PS is properly positioned 
and held to the rear part of cap C after which the shank 
64 thereof cantbe easily positioned on-the entire length of 
the cap in channel 52 between the spacedribs 51. Also 
at this time,-hollow stud. 69'1depending from the strap is 
locatedin opening 70. Subsequently the front depending 
part 71 of strap PS may then be locked to the front wall 
57 of the cap C.‘ To this end it will‘ be observed that 
part 71 has a downwardly tapered member or wedge WD 

tracts’, namely, moves automatically iorwardlyitointer 
ilock .with'tongue 15 .(Fig. .8) toprevent accidental upward 
displacement of the anvil carrying member‘ AC. course, the‘ anvil carrying ‘member maylbejlocked to,the 
base irrespective of whether-thcmagazine isv either in‘ an 
opened or closed relation. ' ' 

To unlock and remove the anvil carrying member AC, 
swingable arm SA may be swung rearwardly until ‘the 
protective strap PS (Fig. 11) ?xed to cap'Cstrikes‘the 
apex 92 which serves as an abutment for the swingable 
arm. Upon further rearwardly swingable displacement 
of arm SA, tongue 15 slips outufrom under__sflopingface 
91 and clears the latter, thusnot only unlockingthe 
anvil carrying member AC from 1atCh“LT"'b4l1t causing 
the anvil carrying ‘member to be cammed upwardly to‘be 
tilted to the position illustrated ‘in Fig. ,1 1A‘: after ‘which 
the stapling machine maybe moved rearwardly,causing 
front tongue 14 to be withdrawn frvorn'th‘e ‘retaining slot 
86 of the base. By thisaction ‘the stapling machine may 
be effectively removed from the base and actqess to the extra supply of staples SSS within receptacle RC. 

Latch LT is above the rear end of receptacle RC vand 
merges with the downwardly and rearwardly sloping rear 
wall 101 of base B. Apex v92ris at the con?uence of 
latch LTtand wall 101 (Figs. 5 and 11A). As a further 
commentary concerning latch LT, it will be observed ‘that 
in Fig. 11 that tongue 15 acting on sloping wall or face 
91 cams latch LT rearwardly as arm SA is swung rear 
wardly. In Fig. 11 tongue 15 is just'about readylto clear 
latch LT and when free of the latter automatically-re 

. tracts forwardly due to its own resiliency, thaty'is',',to its 
' normal forward position. i ' 

1,; 3.: 

interrupted by grooves 73. After stud 69 is received in - 
opening 70, depending part 71 is ?exed slightly inwardly 
whereby wedge or dove tail .WD is received in tapered 
opening 60.thereby permitting spaced margins 72 which 
constitute slot 61 to be threaded into grooves 73. There- _ 
after front part 71 .is forced downwardlyuntil wedge _ 
WD comes under the teeth 62 (Fig. 29) to interlock 
therewith against upward displacement. Subsequently 
heat is applied to upset plastic depending rivet 69 against 
the inside surface of top wall41 of cap C. Thus strapsor 
band PS is tightly wrapped and held againstthetopwall 
41 of the cap and its locked front part 71 serves as. closure 
means for the interruptedfront wall ,57. 
Coming nowto the base .B, which may .be .ofa suitable 

plastic, a receptacle .RC (Figs. 3, 33,5 and 9) is formed 
by depending walls 80»merging with front and rear- :trans 
verse-walls .81 and 82 .and both of the-latter merge with 
the bottom wall 383,2111118. providing a compartment .for 
storing an extra strip .or st-ack‘ofrstaples SSS (Figs.r3 and 
5). The upper rim RM of the, base. is open and rabbeted 
to form shoulders 84 (Fig.3). Corner earsas81 (Fig. 
9) merge thev side wa?s: 80:10 zfr'ont'wvall 85.: Shoulders 
tilt-constitute. means for removably ‘Supporting theqanvil 
carrying- member ACHon/ the ‘:base, which includes a slot 
86 p for closely keeping; and :interlocking-withthe. ‘front 
tongue-.14 of the _ anvil icarrying . member .AC to .permit 
locating the latter. within :rim whereby .rear; tongue 
15 may vvbe dropped :onto thcarearwardly _and..~.upward1y 
sloping-face 90 of- latch or .lip, LT,..depending.from;and 
integral with _ rim’ RM. This latch :is, slightly i?exible and 
resilient‘ and. consequently is:. urged rrearwardly when 
tongue -15 ' moves downwardly againstlitythat is, against 
the sloping face 90. Ultimatelyhoweverytongue 15 meets 
and passes under the lowerupwar'dlyand forwardly'slop 
ing 'face 91 and due- to its own resiliency-latch‘LTnow re 
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In Figs. 1 and 2 the stapling machine is closed.v To 
open-the magazine, the operator merely" grasps and'lifts 
cap‘ C upwardly causing the latter to swing rearwardly 
at which time reduced terminal‘ parts 35 'ofslidable pin 36 
sliplover noses Nto unlock the cover SC from the maga 
zine M. This action also automatically moves the pusher 
P rearwardly, which on closing of the swingable arm‘auto 
matically moves forward against ‘the staple strip'SS. 

The-front part of base B may be considered as a keeper 
for removably locking tongue 14 of the anvil carrying 
member AC.‘ Cover or case SC also defines‘ the relief 
slot‘ 100 (Fig. 31) in which the ?exible ‘and resilient tail 
portion'TP (Fig. 8) of leaf spring LS-is initiallyin part 
received before the latter is fastened by rivet 47 (Fig.6) 
to the rear end 48 of the cap C. Strapor band PS apart 
from rendering the sharp edges and teeth 62 in the ‘front 
wall 57 of cap C inaccessible, may also carry an appropri 
ate : imprint, trade mark or monogram (not shown) vto 
identify ‘either the manufacturer, retailer oreven the'user. 
When tail piece TP of leaf spring LS is anchored to rear 

end 48 of cap C (Figs. 3 and 3D), this tail portion is 
stressed and remains in that relation until it is further 
stressed and also lifted when the plunger means is-actuated 
to drive a staple out of the magazine. ’ i ' 

Projections 17 (Figs. 14 and 30) on the sides 18-“off 
magazine M cooperates with walls of recesses 16-in-the 
anvil carrier AC to prevent involuntary rearward-swing; 
able displacement of the-magazine M relative to the anvil 
carrier AC even when the swingable arm- SA -is. swun 
away from the magazine on opening the latter. " 

Various changes may be made in details of construction 
and arrangement of parts without departing from ' the 
spirit of the invention or sacri?cing any of the advantages 
thereof inherent therein. ‘ 

I .claim: 
1. In a stapling machine, a magazine for supporting a 

strip of staples and embodying a raceway, a cover having 
transversely spaced sides and a bridge disposed inter 
mediate said sides, a manipulatable cap for receiving upper 
corresponding parts of said sides ‘and said bridge, a blade 
carried by said cap and slidably and removably guided 
in said raceway for driving the foremost'staple of said 
strip out of said raceway, a resilient connection secured 
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to the rear part of said bridge and having a rear portion 
free of said cover and secured to the rear part of said 
cap to permit said cap to be tilted relative to said cover 
and to normally hold said cap raised relative to said cover, 
and means movably holding said cover relative to said 
magazine. 

2. In a stapling machine, a magazine for supporting a 
strip of- staples and embodying a raceway, a cover having 
transversely‘spaced sides and a bridge disposed inter 
mediate said sides, a manipulatable cap for receiving sub 
stantially the entire length of upper corresponding parts 
of said sides and said bridge, a blade secured to and car 
ried by said cap and slidably and removably guided in 
said raceway, a leaf spring having a front part secured to 
the rear part of said bridge and having a rear portion 
free of said cover and secured to the rear part of said 
cap to permit said cap to be tilted relative to said cover 
and to normally hold said cap raised relative to said 
cover, and means movably holding said cover relative to 
said magazine. 

3. In a stapling machine, a magazine for supporting a 
strip of staples and embodying a raceway, a cover having 
transversely spaced sides and a bridge disposed interme 
diate said sides, a manipulatable cap for receiving sub 
stantially the entire length of upper corresponding parts 
of said sides and said bridge, a blade carried by said cap 
and slidably and removably guided in said raceway for 
driving the foremost staple of said strip out of said race 
way, a leaf spring having a front part secured to the rear 
part .of said bridge and having a downwardly and rear 
wardly curved rear portion free of said cover and an 
chored to the rear part of said cap to permit said cap to 
be tilted relative to said cover and to normally hold said 
cap raised relative to said cover, and means movably 
holding said cover relative to said magazine. 

4. In a stapling machine, a magazine for supporting a 
strip of staples and embodying a raceway, a cover having 
transversely spaced sides and a bridge disposed between 
said sides and intermediate the lengths thereof, a manip 
ulatable cap substantially coextensive with the length of 
said cover for receiving substantially the entire length of 
upper corresponding parts of said sides and said bridge, 
a blade carried by said cap and slidably and removably 
guided in said raceway for driving the foremost staple of 
said strip out of said raceway, a leaf spring having a front 
part secured to the rear part of said bridge and having a 
rearwardly and downwardly curved rear portion free of 
said cover and anchored to the rear part of said cap to 
permit said cap to be tilted relative to said cover and to 
normally hold said cap raised relative to said cover, and 
means movably holding said cover to .said magazine. 

5. In a stapling machine, a magazine for supporting a 
strip ,of staples and embodying a raceway, a cover having 
transversely spaced sides and a bridge disposed between 
said sides and between the ends of said sides, a manipu 
latable and depressible hollow cap for receiving substan 
tially'the entire length of upper corresponding parts of 
said sides and said bridge and comprising a downwardly 
and rearwardly sloping upper wall, a blade carried by 
said cap and slidably and removably guided in said race 
way for driving the foremost staple of said strip out of 
said raceway, a relatively ?at leaf spring having a front 
part secured to the rear part of said bridge and having 
an arcuate downwardly and rearwardly sloping portion 
free of said cover and anchored to the rear part of said 
upper wall to permit said cap to be tilted relative to said 
cover and to normally hold said cap raised relative to said 
cover, and means .swingably holding said cover to said 
magazine. 

6. In combination, a base having a rim, keeper means 
integral with said rim, a movable latch secured to said 
rim and spaced from said keeper means, a staple re 
ceiving receptacle disposed below said rim, keeper means 
and latch, anvil carrying means having anterior means 
removably receivable in said keeper means and having 
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8 
posterior means for actuating said latch and to removably 
interlock therewith, and staple holding and driving means 
movably carried by said anvil carrying means and co 
operating with said base for unlocking said posterior 
means from said latch prior to‘ withdrawing said anterior 
icons from said keeper means. 
7. in combination, a base having a rim, keeper means 

integral with said rim, a resilient latch merged with said 
rim and spaced from said keeper means, a staple receiving 
receptacle disposed below said rim, keeper means and 
latch; anvil carrying means having a front tongue re 
movably receivable in said keeper means and having a 
rear tongue for actuating said latch and to removably 
interlock therewith, and staple driving and holding means 
movably carried by said anvil carrying means and cooper 
ating with said base for unlocking said rear tongue from 
said latch prior to withdrawing said front tongue from 
said keeper means. 

8. In combination, a base having a rim and including a 
slot, a resilient and depending latch integral with said rim 
and spaced from and to the rear of said slot and having 
a lower cam portion, a staple receiving receptacle disposed 
below said rim, slot and latch; anvil carrying means hav 
ing a front tongue removably receivable in said slots and 
having a rear tongue for actuating said cam portion and 
to removably interiock therewith, and staple driving and 
holding means movably carried by said anvil carrying 
means and cooperating with said base for unlocking said 
rear tongue from said latch prior to withdrawing said 
front tongue from said slot. 

9. In a stapling machine, a cap having a top wall and 
a front wall depending from said top wall, said front wall 
having spaced teeth and having an opening and a slot 
communicating with said opening, said top wall having 
locating means, a protective ?exible and resilient strap 
comprising a shank receivable in said locating means and 
disposed against said top wall and having a block in 
cluding laterally extending means receivable under said 
top wall, said strap having a depending front portion 
including a wedge receivable in said opening and de?n 
ing with said front portion spaced grooves to receive 
partsof said front wall adjacent said slot for interlocking 
therewith, and said teeth cooperating with said wedge to 
prevent displacement of the latter out of said slot. 

10. In a stapling machine, a cap having a top wall and 
a front wall depending from said top wall, said front wall 
having spaced teeth and having an opening and a slot 
communicating with said opening, said top wall having a 
recess at its rear end, a protective ?exible strap compris 
ing a shank receivable in said recess and disposed against 
said top wall and having a block including laterally ex 
tending means receivable under the rear end of said top 
wall and laterally of said recess, said strap having a de 
pending front portion including a wedge receivable in 
said opening and de?ning with said front portion spaced 
grooves to receive parts of said front wall adjacent said 
slot for interlocking therewith, said teeth cooperating with 
said wedge to prevent displacement of the latter out of 
said slot, and rivet means depending from said shank and 
secured against said top wall. 

11. The stapling machine according to claim 1 wherein 
said cap is a one piece member having a top wall and 
a front wall depending from said top wall, said top wall 
having spaced ribs de?ning with the body of said top wall 
a channel, said front wall having spaced ribs de?ning 
with the body of said front wall a channel, said front wall 
having spaced teeth and having an opening and a slot com 
municating with said opening, said top wall having a 
recess at its rear end, a protective strap comprising a 
shank receivable in said channel between said ribs of said 
top wall and having a rear part receivable in said recess 
and having a block including laterally extending means 
receivable under the rear ends of said ribs on said top 
wall, said strap having a depending front portion receiv 
able in said channel between said ribs of said front wall 
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and including a wedge receivable in said opening and 
de?ning with said front portion spaced grooves to receive 
parts of said front wall adjacent said slot for interlocking 
therewith, and said teeth cooperating with said wedge to 
prevent displacement of the latter out of said slot. 

12. In a stapling machine, a cap having a top wall and 
a front wall, a strap having a shank disposed against said 
top wall and embodying a front depending portion, means 
locking the rear part of said strap to the rear part of 
said cap, and means locking said depending portion to 
said front wall to maintain said shank tightly against said 
top wall. 

13. In a stapling machine, a magazine for supporting 
a strip of staples and embodying a raceway, a cover hav 
ing transversely spaced sides and a bridge interconnecting 
said sides between the ends thereof, a manipulatable and 
depressible hollow cap for receiving substantially the en 
tire length of upper corresponding parts of said sides and 
comprising a downwardly and rearwardly sloping upper 
wall, a blade carried by said cap and slidably and remov 
ably guided in said raceway for driving the foremost staple 
of said strip out of said raceway, a relatively ?at leaf 
spring having a front part free of said cap but secured to 
the rear of said bridge and having an arcuate downwardly 
and rearwardly sloping portion free of said cap, bridge 
and cover and having a rear part free of said bridge and 
cover but anchored to the rear part of said upper wall to 
permit said cap to be tilted relative to said cover and to 
normally hold said cap raised relative to said cover, and 
means hingedly connecting the rear ends of the sides of 
said cover to the rear ends of the sides of said magazine. 

14. In a stapling machine, a magazine for supporting 
a strip of staples and embodying a raceway, a cover hav 
ing transversely spaced sides and a bridge interconnecting 
upper parts of said sides between the ends thereof and 
de?ning in part therewith a rearwardly arranged gap, a 
manipulatable and depressible hollow cap for receiving 
said bridge and substantially the entire length of upper 
corresponding parts of said sides and comprising a down 
wardly and rearwardly sloping upper wall, a blade carried 
by said cap and slidably and removably guided in said 
raceway for driving the foremost staple of said strip out 
of said raceway, a relatively ?at leaf spring having a front 
part free of said cap but secured to the rear of said bridge 
and having an arcuate downwardly and rearwardly slop~ 
ing portion free of said cap, bridge and cover and mov 
able relative to said gap and having a rear part free of 
said bridge and cover but anchored to the rear part of said 
upper wall to permit said cap to be tilted relative to said 
cover and normally hold said cap raised relative to said 
cover, and means hingedly connecting the rear ends of the 
sides of said cover to the rear ends of the sides of said 
magazine. 

15. In combination, a base having a rim and including 
a slot, said rim having a rear wall constituting an abut 
ment, a resilient latch depending from said rear wall and 
spaced from and to the rear of said slot and having a 
lower cam portion, a staple receiving receptacle disposed 
within said base and below said rim, slot, and latch; 
anvil carrying means having a front tongue removably rc 
ceivable in said slot and having a rear tongue for actu 
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ating said cam portion and to removably interlock there 
with, and staple driving and'holding means pivotally car 
ried by said anvil carrying means and cooperating with 
said abutment for unlocking said rear tongue from said 
latch prior to withdrawing said front tongue from said 
slot. 

16. In combination, a base having a rim and includ 
ing a forwardly arranged slot, said rim having a rear wall 
including an abutment face at an elevation higher than 
the elevation of said slot, a resilient latch depending from 
said rear wall and spaced from and to the rear of said slot 
and having a lower cam portion, a staple receiving re 
ceptacle carried by and within said base below said rim, 

' slot and latch; anvil carrying means having a front tongue 
removably receivable in said slot and having a rear tongue 
for actuating said cam portion and to removably inter 
lock therewith, and staple driving end holding means piv 
otally carried at the rear part of said anvil carrying means 
and cooperating with said face for unlocking said rear 
tongue from said latch prior to withdrawing said front 
tongue from said slot. 

17. In a stapling machine, a cap having a top wall 
and a front wall, a strap having a shank disposed against 
said top wall and embodying a front depending portion, 
said cap and strap having means locking the rear part 
of said strap to the rear part of said cap, and said cap 
and strap having means locking said depending portion 
to said front wall to maintain said shank tightly against 
said top wall. > 

18. In a stapling machine, a cap having a top wall 
and a front wall, a strap having a shank disposed against 

' said top wall and embodying a front depending portion, 
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said cap and strap at the rear ends thereof having means 
locking the rear part of said strap to the rear part of 
said cap, and said front wall and depending portion 
having means locking said depending portion to said 
front wall‘to maintain said'shank tightly against said 
top wall. 

19. In a stapling machine, a cap having a top wall 
and a front wall depending from said top wall, said front 
wall having spaced teeth and having an opening and 
a slot below said opening and communicating there 
with, said top wall having a recess at its rear end, a 
protective ?exible strap comprising a shank receivable 
in said recess and disposed against said top wall and 
havingat its' rear end a block including laterally extend 
ing means receivable under the rear end of said top 
wall and laterally of said recess, said strap having a de 
pending front portion including a tapered wedge re 
ceivable in said opening and de?ning with said front 
portion spaced grooves to receive parts of said front 
wall adjacent said slot for interlocking therewith, said 
teeth cooperating with said wedge to prevent displace 
ment of the latter out of said slot, and rivet means de 
pending from said shank and secured against said top 
wall. 
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